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		Enter the exciting world of Julia, a high-performance language for technical computing

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage Julia's high speed and efficiency for your applications
	
			Work with Julia in a multi-core, distributed, and networked environment
	
			Apply Julia to tackle problems concurrently and in a distributed environment


	
		Book Description

	
		The release of Julia 1.0 is now ready to change the technical world by combining the high productivity and ease of use of Python and R with the lightning-fast speed of C++. Julia 1.0 programming gives you a head start in tackling your numerical and data problems. You will begin by learning how to set up a running Julia platform, before exploring its various built-in types. With the help of practical examples, this book walks you through two important collection types: arrays and matrices. In addition to this, you will be taken through how type conversions and promotions work.

	
		In the course of the book, you will be introduced to the homo-iconicity and metaprogramming concepts in Julia. You will understand how Julia provides different ways to interact with an operating system, as well as other languages, and then you'll discover what macros are. Once you have grasped the basics, you’ll study what makes Julia suitable for numerical and scientific computing, and learn about the features provided by Julia. By the end of this book, you will also have learned how to run external programs.

	
		This book covers all you need to know about Julia in order to leverage its high speed and efficiency for your applications.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Set up your Julia environment to achieve high productivity
	
			Create your own types to extend the built-in type system
	
			Visualize your data in Julia with plotting packages
	
			Explore the use of built-in macros for testing and debugging, among other uses
	
			Apply Julia to tackle problems concurrently
	
			Integrate Julia with other languages such as C, Python, and MATLAB


	
		Who this book is for

	
		Julia 1.0 Programming is for you if you are a statistician or data scientist who wants a crash course in the Julia programming language while building big data applications. A basic knowledge of mathematics is needed to understand the various methods that are used or created during the course of the book to exploit the capabilities that Julia is designed with.
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iOS eCommerce App Development with ParseApress, 2015

	iOS eCommerce App Development with Parse uses a real-world app example to teach you how to build a complete eCommerce iPhone app powered by Parse - the most popular and powerful Platform As A Service (BaaS) provider.


	In this comprehensive guide you will learn every step: collecting requirements, architecting the app,...
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Foundations of Corneal Disease: Past, Present and FutureSpringer, 2019

	
		The field of cornea has seen tremendous advances over the last 40 years?this uniquely comprehensive book will discuss the history of these advances, current best practices in important diseases of the cornea and ocular surface, and examine future directions in diagnosis and management. Written by leading experts, many of whom trained...
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Computer Vision: Models, Learning, and InferenceCambridge University Press, 2012


	There are already many computer vision textbooks, and it is reasonable to question the need for another. Let me explain why I chose to write this volume.


	Computer vision is an engineering discipline; we are primarily motivated by the real-world concern of...
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Test-Driven Development: An Empirical Evaluation of Agile PracticeSpringer, 2010
Agile methods are gaining more and more interest both in industry and in research. Many industries are transforming their way of working from traditional waterfall projects with long duration to more incremental, iterative and agile practices. At the same time, the need to evaluate and to obtain evidence for different processes, methods and...
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The Code Book: How to Make It, Break It, Hack It, Crack ItDelacorte Books, 2002
It’s known as the science of secrecy. Cryptography: the encoding and decoding of private information. And it is history’s most fascinating story of intrigue and cunning. From Julius Caesar and his Caesar Cipher to the code used by Mary Queen of Scots and her conspiracy to the use of the Engima machine during the Second World War,...
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Business Law and StrategyMcGraw-Hill, 2020

	Melvin’s Business Law and Strategy employs critical thinking and practical, real-world examples to reinforce to students that every business decision has legal implications, regardless of the industry. Through a strategic framework, Business Law and Strategy helps undergraduate business students examine how companies can...
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